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Legal Disclaimer
•

Any content included in this presentation or discussed during this session (“Content”) is presented for
educational and general reference purposes only. ACA International, either directly or indirectly through
speakers, independent contractors, employees or members of ACA International (collectively referred to
as “ACA”) provides the Content as a courtesy to be used for informational purposes only. The Contents
are not intended to serve as legal or other advice. ACA does not represent or warrant that the Content is
accurate, complete or current for any specific or particular purpose or application.

•

This information is not intended to be a full and exhaustive explanation of the law in any area, nor should
it be used to replace the advice of your own legal counsel. The presenter is the copyright owner of all
session contents herein unless otherwise noted; contents are distributed by ACA with permission of the
presenter. ACA hereby grants a limited license to the Contents solely in accordance with the copyright
policy provided at www.acainternational.org. By using the Contents in any way, whether or not
authorized, the user assumes all risk and hereby releases ACA from any liability associated with the
Content.

•

The views and opinions of the speakers expressed herein are solely those of the presenters and not ACA
International.
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What We’ll Cover Today
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our Panelists - Different Perspectives
Political and Regulatory Landscape
Regulatory Outlook
Emerging Trends
Avoiding Public Enforcement
Wrap Up
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April Lindauer
IQ Data International
d/b/ RentCollect Global

Anne Thomas

Alexandra Megaris

Cavalry Portfolio Services, LLC

Venable LLP
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115th Congress and New
President:
What’s the impact?

Overview of the Political and Legislative
Landscape
Key House Leadership

239

Key Senate Leadership

193

Source: The New York Times
Source: The New York Times, U.S. House of Representatives
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115th Congress – Financial Services
Financial Services Policy

Regulatory Reform

 Focus on pro-growth policies
 Nominations: Treasury; Fed
Governors; SEC
 Dodd-Frank Reform
 JOBS Act
 GSE Reform
 “FinTech”
 DOL Fiduciary Duty reform / repeal
 CFPB Reform
 Federal Reserve reform
 Cybersecurity
 Sanctions / AML – Iran

SENATE: Federal Regulatory
Improvement Act (S. 1484)
HOUSE: Financial CHOICE Act 2.0 (H.R.
10)
Consensus Views and Commonalities:

 “Too Big to Fail”/ SIFI / FSOC Changes
 Community bank relief: streamline
exams, mortgage rules
 Federal Reserve transparency
 Capital formation for emerging
businesses and other JOBS Act
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CFPB Promises Business as Usual
Post-PHH and Post-Obama and FTC Continues as a Cop on the Beat
In the last several months,
actions regarding:
– Law firm debt collection
– Student loan debt collection
(parallel state AG action)
– Overdraft service fees
– Law firm collection of
medical debt
– Credit reporting
– Small-dollar loan marketing
and collection

•

Ongoing CFPB exams
(many joint with state
regulators through
CSBS)
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Regulatory Outlook

Debt Collection Rulemaking 2.0
•

CFPB is authorized to issue debt collection rules under the FDCPA
and Dodd-Frank Act’s UDAAP provisions.

•

In November 2013, CFPB announced Advanced Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, seeking comments, data, and information from the public
about debt collection. CFPB received more than 23,000 comments.

•

July 2016, CFPB issued Outline of Proposals Under Consideration
and Alternatives Considered.

•

Held SBREFA sessions in late August 2016.

•

June 2017 CFPB announced change in direction. Now the
rulemaking: (1) will apply only to third-party collectors subject to the
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA) and (2) address only
disclosure and communication requirements. The CFPB will then
proceed with developing a separate rule applicable to both first and
third parties to address documentation and substantiation
requirements, which has been an area of focus in CFPB examinations
and enforcement actions.

•

A date was not provided for the release.
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What to Expect in
The Debt Collection Rules?
• Transfer of Information Provided by Consumers
during Collections
The Outline contemplated a requirement that certain
information provided by a consumer to a collector must
be transferred to and reviewed by subsequent
collectors. The types of information would likely include
those that either i) affect collectors' obligations to
comply with the FDCPA and other federal consumer
protection laws, or ii) facilitate collector behavior that
may be beneficial to consumers.
• Updated Validation Notice and Statement of Rights
The Outline addressed a potential requirement for all
validation notices to contain certain types of information
about the debt and to be accompanied by a Statement
of Rights with information about consumers' rights
under the FDCPA and other federal and state
consumer protection laws. The Proposals also included
a model validation notice and Statement of Rights.

• Litigation Disclosure
The Outline contemplated requiring collectors to
provide a brief "litigation disclosure" in all written
and oral communications in which they represent,
expressly or by implication, an intent to sue.
• Restrictions on Collecting Time-Barred Debt
The Outline considered a requirement that
collectors disclose the status and nature of timebarred debt to consumers and waive any right to
sue on time-barred debt for which the statute of
limitations was revived by a consumer payment.
Suits and threats of suits on time-barred debt
would also be prohibited.
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What to Expect in
The Debt Collection Rules?
• Limited Content Voicemails

•

The Outline discussed giving specific permission for collectors to
leave limited-content voicemails (often referred to as "Foti
messages") or messages with third persons, provided the
voicemail conveys only certain types of information that do not
disclose the nature of the call, and particularly that its purpose is
debt collection.

The Outline included a requirement that would impose specific
numeric restrictions on the frequency of contacting third persons
to acquire location information. Collectors would be limited to
placing a total of three contact attempts per week per address or
phone number, and would be prohibited from making more than
six total contact attempts per week. If the collector actually
contacts the consumer, he or she would be prohibited from
making further contacts with third persons to acquire location
information.

• Limits on Contact Frequency
The Outline addressed a requirement that would impose specific
numeric restrictions on the frequency of communications with
consumers. In particular, collectors would be limited to placing a
total of three contact attempts per week per address or phone
number, and would be prohibited from making more than six total
contact attempts per week. In addition, if the collector speaks with
the consumer, it would be prohibited from making further contact
attempts that week, without permission.

Limits on Location Contacts

•

Clarification Regarding Inconvenient Times, Places, and
Methods of Communication
The Outline addressed possible standards for determining
whether a time, place, or method of communication is
inconvenient for a consumer in violation of the FDCPA. For
example, if a consumer has a mobile phone number in one time
zone and a street address in another, a time could be
considered inconvenient in all of the locations in which the
consumer might be.
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What Does this Leave for UDAAP?:
Reasonable Basis to Collect & Litigation
•

String of consent orders, including
Chase, Encore, PRA, Hanna, Citi,
and Pressler & Pressler, imposing
new requirements relating to debt
substantiation, handling of
disputes, and documentation.

•

Emphasis on purported
degradation of data integrity when
debts are sold (and resold).

•

•

Misleading affidavits, such as
– Robosigning (e.g., Chase, Pressler
& Pressler)
– Representing that debts have been
selected for legal action based on a
review by an attorney (e.g., PRA)
– Changes to dates and signatures
after affidavits executed (e.g., Citi)
– Implying that failure to dispute debt
means debt is assumed valid (e.g.,
Encore)
Meaningful attorney involvement before
initiating lawsuit (e.g., Hanna)
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What’s Not Likely Covered in First Rulemaking:
Information Integrity & Substantiation
•

•

Collectors would have to “substantiate” claims that a particular consumer
owes a particular debt


Substantiate = have reasonable support that the individual owes the debt and amount
claimed, and that the collector is legally entitled to collect the debt



Proposals defined types of information and documentation that would constitute
“reasonable support,” and collectors would bear burden of justifying alternative
approach

Collectors would be required to substantiate debt:
1.
2.
3.

Before collecting
During the course of collections a) following the appearance of a warning sign, or b)
following a dispute
Prior to filing litigation
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What’s Not Likely Covered in First Rulemaking:
Substantiation Requirements
Before Collecting

Warning Signs

Prior to commencing collections activity, collector would
have to obtain fundamental information about the debt
and a representation of accuracy from the debt owner

Collectors would have to perform initial review for
“warning signs” before collecting and perform ongoing
review during course of collections, and cease collecting
if warning signs arise until additional support is obtained

Fundamental information:
• Full name, last known address and phone
• Account number at default
• Date of default, amount owed at default, and date and
amount of any payment or credit applied after default
• Each charge for interest or fees imposed after default
and contractual or statutory source for such charges
• Complete chain of title default
Representation of accuracy:
• Owner has reasonable written policies and procedures
to ensure the accuracy of transferred information
• Transferred information is identical to the information in
the owner’s records

Initial review “warning signs”:
• Information is facially implausible, contradictory, or not
understandable
• Significant % of debt in the portfolio has missing or
implausible information or unresolved disputes
Ongoing review “warning signs”:
• Dispute is filed about the debt and underlying
documents needed to respond to dispute cannot be
obtained
• Receipt of disputes for significant % of debt in portfolio
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What’s Not Likely Covered in First Rulemaking:
Substantiation Requirements
Following a Dispute and Prior to Filing Litigation
Would have to obtain specific types of documentation before proceeding with collections upon receiving a dispute
and before filing litigation
• Dispute = oral or written challenge to the validity of the debt (e.g., amount of the debt or identity of the debtor) or the
right of the collector to seek payment on the debt
Types of Documentation:
• Generic dispute = charge-off statement; most recent billing statement, and/ or contract, note, application, or service
agreement
• Specific dispute as to amount of debt = copy of a billing or periodic statement(s) covering the relevant time period,
and/or underlying agreement describing the applicable interest rate or fees
• Specific dispute as to wrong consumer = copy of the credit application, new patient form, or document reflecting
information from creditor’s Customer Identification Program, and copy of the contract, note, application, or service
agreement
• Specific dispute as to right of the collector = copy of the bill of sale or assignment of the debt
• Prior to litigation = all the types of documentation listed above
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What’s Not Likely Covered in First Rulemaking: Debt
Transfers & Recordkeeping
• Additional limits on debt buyers. For example,
the CFPB was considering a prohibition on the
placement or sale of debt to an entity that lacks
any license to purchase or collect debt, as
applicable.
• A three year record retention requirement on all
records documenting a debt collector's action
with respect to a debt and that were relied upon
for the validation notice and other claims of
indebtedness.
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Other FTC and CFPB Trends
• Payment processing
• Data Security and Privacy
• Disclosures and testing (CFPB survey for
rulemaking, and FTC research)
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Emerging State Trends

State Regulation and Examination
• Focus on consumer treatment and
consumer communications
• Consumer complaints, examination, and
collection litigation continue to drive
scrutiny
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State Inquiries Becoming More Robust
• Fact finding vs. letter responses
– Call recordings and logs
– Account notes
– Broader scope / systemic inquiry

• Examiners looking for consumer complaint trends
and connecting back to policies and procedures
• Focus on letter and affidavit templates
• Focus on foreign language
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State Law Trends and Considerations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase in requirements for documentation to threaten and/or sue
Affidavits
Heightened dispute investigation requirements and documentation
Limitation on post judgment remedies
Shortening SOL
Asset class specific restrictions, and impact on servicing, and
collections
– FinTech, including online marketplace loans, and state licensing and
usury laws
– Health care
– Auto Loans
– Other

• Data Security and Privacy
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Avoiding Public Enforcement
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Last Year We Closed With….
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Let’s Look Into the Crystal Ball…
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Thank you - Questions
April Lindauer
I Q Data, Inc. d/b/a RentCollect Global
april@iqdata-inc.com

Alexandra Megaris
Venable LLP
212.370.6210
amegaris@Venable.com

Anne Thomas
Cavalry Portfolio
Services, LLC
athomas@cavps.com

Jonathan L. Pompan
Venable LLP
202.344.4383
jlpompan@Venable.com

To view Venable’s index of articles and presentations on
related legal topics, see www.Venable.com/cfs/publications.
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